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COVID-19: a wake-up call
for Europe and the world
The current attempts to reshape the European Union
Health policy are going to the right direction but still need
firm support from Member States to implement peoplecentered, need driven health services, writes AHF Europe.
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ing the knowledge, capabilities and
readiness to respond); prevention
(strengthening a European regional
approach because pandemics don’t
have borders); integrated care; implementation of people-centred care
approaches; stronger agencies and
more are all part of budget negotiations taking place in the remainder
of 2020.
Subheading: Reaching for global
impact
Europe’s position in the world
offers its leaders and health experts
a unique opportunity to manage
global pandemics and infectious
diseases, including HIV/AIDS, with
more transparent, inclusive and
responsible policies. There were
several calls to look beyond the EU
and include neighbouring countries
in a European regional healthcare
approach.
There are also those who want the
European Union to assume more
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responsibility and take the lead on
global health efforts: “AHF advocates
for a Global Public Health Convention: either under the auspices of a
separate body or the WHO following
governance reforms. It is very important for EU countries, under German

“Europe’s position in
the world offers its
leaders and health
experts a unique
opportunity to manage
global pandemics and
infectious diseases”
leadership, to request to look at the
WHO governance and response
structure - how decisions are made,”
said Anna Maria Żakowicz, Deputy
Bureau Chief at AHF Europe.
Opportunities for the EU to take

on a global role are numerous. As
Ortwin Schulte, Head of Division for
Health Policy, German Permanent
Representation to the EU, pointed
out, EU leaders will have an important opportunity to demonstrate
strengthened solidarity and a more
holistic approach to healthcare leading up to the WHO’s annual World
Health Assembly.
Additionally, a Global Health Summit, led by the European Commission, is planned to accompany the
Italian G20 presidency in the summer of 2021. As leaders, healthcare
professionals and civil society agree
to create a stronger European Health
Union and strengthen the EU’s voice
in global health contexts, we at AHF
Europe hold a steadfast willingness
to contribute to this Global Health
Summit by keeping patients at the
centre of the care they need.
You can follow us on Twitter @AhfEurope

